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Quick self-intro
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▌ Background

› Yandex, Computer Science, Machine Learning
▌ Collaboration with Experiments

› SHiP

› OPERA

› NEWSdm



Dark Matter (DM) syllabus
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▌ Many theoretical models (in particular portal models)  predict new light 
very Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (vWIMP) that can be mediators to 
DM, or even DM particles. Including:

› vector, 

› scalar, 

› neutrino or 

› Axion Like Particles (ALP).
▌ References:

› SHiP Physics Paper: Rep.Progr.Phys.79(2016) 124201 (137pp),

› Dark Sector Workshop 2016:  Community Report – arXiv: 1608.08632



Search for vWIMP
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DM Search Strategies @ Accelerators



Nuclear Emulsion
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▌ After the passage of charged particles through the emulsion, 
a latent image is produced
▌ The emulsion chemical development makes Ag grains 
visible with an optical microscope

Compton
electron



Emulsion Cloud Chamber (ECC)
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▌ Passive material -> lead (massive target)
▌ Tracking device -> nuclear emulsion (high 
resolution)



Developed for OPERA detector (2008-2012)
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SHiP Detector, CERN, SPS
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iSHiP Detector
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Dark Matter model for Hidden sector (HS)
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SHiP has the best 
sensitivity in the range 
20 – 200 MeV in 
searching for DM
directly through DM 
interactions with 
matter (electron/nuclei)

Optimization is ongoing.



ML-related challenges

▌ Enhance sensitivity for WIMPs interacting with target electron

› Development of ML techniques for e-m shower identification 
▌ (Bayesian) Optimization of the ν/iSHiP detector:

1. Target Tracker performance

2. Thickness of sampling material, plastic base, ECC, 

3. Choice of passive material
▌ Refine and speed-up both offline and online data processing with ML
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Why Electromagnetic Shower?
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Dominant background in DM search comes from neutrino 
interactions with a single electron in the final state:
▌ Quasi-elastic scattering (QE);
▌ Elastic scattering on electrons (ES) (topologically irreducible);
▌ Resonant scattering (RS);
▌ Deep inelastic scattering (DIS);

Background rejection:
▌ Use energy-angle correlation of the detected electron to 
discriminate vWIMP against neutrino;
▌ QE produces proton and DIS produces jet;
▌ Emulsion has superior sensitivity to identify those.



Electromagnetic Shower

Development of new software tools based on ML 
techniques for electron identification and energy 
measurement in ECC 
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Challenge for the Summer School Students
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Used OPERA dataset as training dataset for 1 week challenge of MLHEP’17  students. 

▌ Techniques explored

› Feature engineering

› SVM

› Ensembles (Random Forest, XGBoost)

› Convolutional networks
▌ Results

› Benda Xu (from IPMU, U. Tokyo) took the 1st place, ROC AUC: 0.998

› Energy Resolution is comparable to state-of-the-art algorithm



Example solution
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The overall strategy:

▌ Design topological features (see on the right)
▌ Generic pre-filter (Xgboost)
▌ Design basetracks proximity metrics
▌ Use topology-aware filter, e.g. Conditional 
Random Fields, DB-Scan
▌ Estimate origin position
▌ Apply algorithm that exploits a priori shower 
origin information

Energy resolution is ~25% (with no a priori 
information!)



Optimization: Target Tracker (TT) Planes
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Role of the TT system: provide time stamp to neutrino interactions and link 
emulsion tracks to the muon spectrometer

▌ Calorimetric information

› electron shower first-level identification 

› electron/hadron shower discrimination 
▌ Timing information:

› exploit mass of vWIMP for discrimination: neutrinos are faster than heavier 
particles, so time tracker will detect them earlier



Optimization of ECC
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▌ Electromagnetic shower identification and energy measurement is 
performed in the ECC,
▌ Minimum number of X0 required for shower containment
▌ TT information can complement the ECC measurement:

› Sampling of passive material: optimisation of the thickness of passive 
material plates to enhance the interaction probability while minimising
the sampling uncertainty

› Choice of passive material (e.g. lead vs tungsten)

› Emulsion support thickness: lower energy threshold vs angular 
resolution)
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▌ Application of machine 
learning techniques to the 
offline data processing:

› Tracking in high 
density environment

› Vertex reconstruction

› Particle identification

Offline data analysis



NEWSdm: emulsion for direct DM search
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▌ Uses ‘Nano-emulsion Image Tracker` (NIT) (20nm 
crystals, distance ~100nm)

▌ Stack NITs and place at equatorial telecope

▌ Scan by optical microscope (resolution ~200nm) 
with polarisation:

› the shape of grain affects the resonance:

› Grain direction → resonance pol angle

› Grain length → resonance wavelength

▌ Possible to achieve 10nm resolution!
1150	nm

Rotating	polarizer

grain1

grain2

grain1

grain2

1150	nm

No	polarizer



NEWSdm: Machine Learning Challenges
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▌ Discriminate C-ions tracks from `dust+fog’ and 
`gamma’ sources

› Input: 8 images 32x32 of clusters

› Either engineer features and apply XGBoost or 
play with Keras (Resnet and convolutions)

› Speedup: trains slowly since gradient vanishes 
since there is no such thing as pure signal

› ROC AUC: ~0.88



NEWSdm: towards neutrino floor
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▌ Discrimination based on 
measurement of recoil direction

▌ Unique possibility to search for WIMP 
signal beyond “neutrino floor”

▌ Requirements:

› Larger mass scale detector 

› Reduction of track length threshold

▌ Neutrino floor can be reached:

› 30nm resolution; 10ton x year



Conclusion
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▌ SHiP and NEWSdm have rich and promising Dark Matter Search program
▌ Emulsion detector play important role in both programs

› Can be augmented with devices and ML to improve resolution
▌ Plenty of ML challenges!
▌ Managed to improve state-of-the art algorithm for EM-shower ID
▌ Huge possibility for crowd-science

› Used similar dataset at Summer School with promising results

› Kaggle competitions
▌ The work is ongoing



Backup
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